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The purpose of this paper is to examine the relationship between 
equivalence and Poincare equivalence in pro-uniserial rings, and to d 
the homological conditions which are necessary and suffkienf for a ring to 
be pro-uniserial. In Theorem 2 and 8, we see that two such rings can be 
Poincare equivalent without being Morita equivalents Theorems 6 and 8 
detail the situations in which this can happen. In Theorem 9, we detail the 
homological conditions mentioned above. 
Throughout this paper, we shall assume that all rings c~nsi~e~~d are fnnite- 
dimensional algebras over some algebraically closed field F (an 
Artenian), and all modules are left modules. 
If R is such a ring, let J(R) be the Jacobson radical of R, and, for any 
module iUY let J(M) = J,(M) = J(R) . A4? J2 = (J(R))* 144, etc. Suppose 
has Y distinct simple modules. Then it is well known that R also has P^ 
distinct indecomposable projective modules, and that, if B is an indecom- 
posable projective R-module, then P/J(P) is simple. Furth 
R-module, there is a unique indecomposable projective 
P/J(P) z 5’. We shall use P, to denote the indecom 
satisfying P,/J(P,) z S. 
We define Ext(R) to be the direct sum 0 CSsimple CTsimple Extz(S, 7’). 
A product may be defined on Ext(R) as follows: if [f] E Exti(S, T) and 
~~~d~t~(u, 0 put [f]@[g]=CY if T#U, and let [f]@[g] be the 
product of [f] and [g] if T= U Notice that 
[j”] @ jg] E Ext;:+m (S, V). With this product, Ext(R) is clearly a graded F- 
algebra. If R and R’ are any two F-algebras, we shall say th 
Poincare equivalent iff there is a-one-to-one ~or~es~al~d~~ce S ++ 
the isomorphism classes of simple R- and RI-modules such that 
Extk,(S’, T’) as F-modules for all i > 0 and all simple R-modu 
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and so that the induced map between Ext(R) and Ext(R’) is an F-algebra 
isomorphism; i.e., the correspondence also preserves all Yoneda products. 
Recall that two F-algebras R and R’ are Morita equivalent iff their 
categories of modules are naturally isomorphic. If R is some F-algebra and 
1w is an R-module, a composition series for M is a sequence of submodules 
M=M,r>M,=,M,.-. such that each of the quotients Mi/Mi+, is simple. 
Since R is Artinian, any such series must terminate after a finite number of 
steps; we shall use Z(M) to denote the composition length of M. It is well 
known that l(M) is independent of which composition series for M is chosen. 
If the R-module M has a unique composition series, we say that M is 
uniserial, and that the composition factor M/M, is at the top of M, M,/M, 
is beneath M/MI, and so forth. If each indecomposable projective R-module 
is uniserial, then we say that R is pro-uniserial. We shall prove: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose S and T are simple R-modules, and T lies beneath 
the top S of P, . Then, if S occurs as a composition factor in any uniserial R- 
module M, either there is no factor beneath S (i.e., S is at the bottom of M), 
or T lies beneath S in M. 
We can thus speak of one simple occurring beneath another without 
reference to a particular location in a particular composition series. Further, 
we can construct a graph for R of the following form: 
Here, each node of the graph represents a simple R-module, and the arrow 
from S to T means that T occurs beneath S. Notice that, in such a graph, 
each node has at most one arrow going from it, but that there can be more 
than one arrow into a given node. We will speak of a graph’s having 
components in the obvious sense-for example, the graph above has two 
components. If the graph of R and the composition length of each P, is 
known, it is possible to reconstruct the composition series of each indecom- 
posable projective by simply following arrows in the graph. Further, we get: 
THEOREM 2. If two pro-uniserial rings have the same graph and 
corresponding indecomposable projectives have the same composition length, 
then the rings are Morita equivalent. 
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xt study the structure of the modules Ext,“bS, T) w 
-modules. We first get: 
~HEOREFM 3. (1) If S and Tare simple R-mod&s and fz > 0, the8 &her 
Ext:(S, T) = 0 or Exti(S, 7) = F. 
(2) g S and T lie in different cornpo~e~~s of the Grady oJ 
Ext;l(S, T) = 0 for all n 2 0. 
Zt follows that if R has a disconnected graph, then. Ext(R) breaks down as 
a direct sum, with each of the summands correspon to a component of 
the graph. It is thus sufficient to study rings with netted graphs, and 
henceforth we wil! assume R has that property. 
We call a graph cyclic if it is possible to start at some node and, by 
following arrows, get back to that node; otherwise, the graph is linear. If a 
graph is cyclic, its cycle length is the smallest rumber of nodes you can pass 
through before repeating a node. Thus, in the previous example, the graph 
the left is cyclic with cycle length 5, and the graph on the right is linear. 
can distinguish between rings having linear and cyclic graphs as follows: 
%EoREM 4. The following are equivaletzt: 
(i) R has a linear graph. ’ 
(ii) There is a unique indecomposable projective R-rnod~~e Ps sucfi 
that I(P,) = 6. 
(iii) T!reve is a unique simple R-module S such ~~a~~o~ all s~mpie R- 
modules T and for all n > O? ExtI(S, T) = 0. 
We also get the following two theorems about rings with linear graphs: 
THEOIGW 5. IfR has a linear graph and 5’ is aua!, simple 
for each simple R-module T, there is at most one pa > 0 szlch that 
Ext;(S, T) f 0. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose R and R’ boih have linear graphs. Then R and 
are Pokcare’ equivalent iff they have the same g.raph and ~orrespo~~~~g 
inde~om~osab~e projectives have the same composition length. 
If the graph of R is cyclic, its Ext structure is considerably more complex. 
Henceforth, we consider only such rings. In Theorem 7, we show that, if two 
rings having cyclic graphs are Poincare equivalent, then they have the same 
graph, and we get a rather complicated description of the necessary 
relationships between the composition length of co~r~s~on~~~g indecom- 
posable projectives. It is noteworthy that, since these lengths need not be 
equal, the rings in question need not be Morita e~~~va~e~~. Also, the converse 
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of Theorem 7 is not true: it is possible for two rings to satisfy the 
conclusions of Theorem 7 and yet not be Poincare equivalent. Theorem 8 
enumerates some slightly stronger conditions which are sufficient to 
guarantee Poincart equivalence. 
Theorem 9 gives a homological criterion for a ring to be prouniserial. 
THEOREM 9. An F-algebra R is a pro-uniserial iff for each simple R- 
module ST CTsimple dim, ExtA(S, T) < 1. 
Finally, we include an appendix which describes a construction which 
yields an example of a ring from each Morita equivalence class of pro- 
uniserial rings. 
PROOFS OF RESULTS 
We begin by noting several facts about pro-uniserial rings: 
(I) If M is any uniserial R-module, then all of the submodules and 
quotients of M must also be uniserial. 
(2) If 0 --t M, --f M, -+ M, --+ 0 is any short exact sequence of uniserial 
R-modules, then Z(M,) + 1(M,) = I(M,). (Here, Z(M) is the composition 
length of M.) 
(3) If M is any uniserial R-module, then the only submodules of h4 
are those in its composition series, and the only quotients are those by 
submodules in the composition series. In particular, if S is at the top of M, 
then S must be at the top of any quotient of M, and so S is the only simple 
quotient of M. Thus, if P, is the indecomposable projective R-module having 
S at its top, Hom,(P,, T) = 0 if T is any simple R-module, S # T. Also, any 
submodule of 1M must have the same bottom as M. 
(4) If M is any uniserial R-module with Z(M) = L, and 0 < k < L, then 
M has a unique submodule and a unique quotient having composition length 
k. In particular, M has a unique maximal submodule, namely the submodule 
having the composition length L - 1. 
Notice that, in the notation of this paper, Lemma 4 of [5] can be restated 
to say that Hom,(P,, S)Z Hom,(S, S)Z F whenever S is a simple R- 
module. 
We begin by proving: 
LEMMA 1. Suppose M is some uniserial R-module with S at its top. Then 
M must be a quotient of P,. 
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Proof. Let r: M 3 S and x~: P, --) S be the projection maps. Consider 
the diagram 
Since P, is projective, there is a map f: P, + satisfying 71 0 f = Es. If 
Im f c MT then Im f must be contained in the unique maximal submo 
, which is the kernel of z But then rt OS= 0, a contradiction. 
= Irn~: and so M is a quotient of P,. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose S and T are simple -modules, and T lies benenih 
the top S ofP,. Then, ifs occurs as a compos mfactor in any ~~~seri~l 
module M, either there is tie factor beneath S in (i.e., S is at the bottom of 
M), or T lies beneath S in M. 
ProoJ Suppose N is the submodule of M which has S at its top. By 
Lemma I, N is a quotient of P,. Hence either N= S, and so S is at the 
bottom of IV? or T lies beneath S in N, and so T Iies beneath S in 
Using this theorem, we can construct the graph of R as described earlier. 
This ordering on the simple R-modules yields some i~forrna~~o~ about the 
composition lengths of the indecomposable projective -modules : 
L~M~A 2. If T lies beneath S, then l(PT) > 1 
P.rooJ: Let M be the submodule of P, which = 1p.J - 1. --nEx-l 
M has T at its top, and so A4 is a quotient of P,. ‘Thus l(M) < l(Pr), and SO 
Z(P,) > l(M) = Z(P,) - 1. 
We will need the following lemma to prove I’ 
EEmlA 3. If M is any uniseral R-module, then, as alz ~-rn~d~le~ 
Horn, (P, > ) is a direct sum of copies of F; dim, > is the 
number of times S occurs as a composition factor in ML 
ProoJ Let k be the number of times S appears as a composition factor 
in A4. Proof will be by induction on k. 
If k = 0, then M has no submodules which have S at the top. Since al? 
quotients of P, have S at the top, Hom,(P,, M) = 8. 
Suppose the lemma is true for 1, 2,..., k - I. Let 
submodule of M which has S at its top. Since M/M, h 
ition series, Hom,(P,, IM/M,) = 0. The exac 
yields the exact 
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Hom,(P,, M) -+ Hom,(P,, M/M,) = 0 (since PS is projective); hence 
Hom,(P,, &Z,) g Hom,(P,, M). Now let K be the submodule of M, having 
I(K) = Z(M,) - 1. Then K contains k - 1 copies of S in its composition 
series, and so, by induction, Hom,(P,, K) z a direct sum of k - 1 copies of 
F. The exact sequence 0 --f K-t M, --f S + 0 yields the sequence 
0 + Hom,(P,, K) --t Hom,(P,, M,) --f Hom,(P, , S) -+ 0 (again, since P, is 
projective). Moreover, the sequence splits as a sequence of P-modules since 
Hom,(P,, S) z I;, which is certainly projective as an F-module. The lemma 
follows immediately. 
Since Morita equivalence preserves projectives, simples, and submodules, 
it is clear that if two pro-uniserial rings are Morita equivalent, they must 
have the same graph and corresponding indecomposable projectives must 
have the same composition lengths. Using Lemma 3, we can prove the con- 
verse : 
THEOREM 2. If two pro-uniserial rings have the same graph and 
corresponding indecomposable projectives have the same composition lengths, 
then the rings are Morita equivalent. 
ProoJ: Suppose R and R’ are two such rings. Let 
P= 2 P, and P’= c P;, 
S simple S’simple 
be the direct sum of the indecomposable projective R- and R-modules, 
respectively. As in Theorem 1 of [5], will suffice to show that 
Hom,(P, P) g Horn, ,(P’, P’) as F-algebras. With this end in view, we will 
give a presentation of Hom,(P, P) which depends only on the graph of R 
and the composition lengths of the indecomposable R-modules. The required 
isomorphsm can then by constructed by mapping corresponding generators 
to each other and extending F-linearly. 
As an F-module, Hom,(P, P) = Hom,(@ C, P,, @ CT PT) E @ C, 
CT Hom,(P,, PT). Suppose M is a submodule of P, which has S at this top; 
put k = Z(P,) - I(M), and define P~,~,~: P, + P, to be the projection of P, 
onto M followed by inclusion into P,. Notice that k = Z(ker v)~,~,J. By abuse 
of notation, also use v)~,~,~ to represent the element of Hom,(P, P) which is 
as above when restricted to P, and zero elsewhere. It is clear that, as an F- 
module, Hom,(P, P) is free on the generating set {v)~,~,~ (S and Tare simple 
R-modules and P, has a submodule of length l(P,) - k having S at this top}. 
Examining the multiplicative structure, it is clear that 
(oS,T,k ’ %J,V,i = ’ if V#Sork+l>l(P,) 
%,T,k o %J,V,i = %J,T,k+l otherwise. 
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Bt is clear that this presentation depends only on t 
composition iengths of its indecomposable ~~oj~ct~~ 
re we can proceed further, we need to construct a projective resoI~tio~ 
simple R-module S. In order to do so, we need to define the list 
starting at S. We proceed as follows: L,(S) = 5’; for n > 1, t,(S 
simple module which lies beneath tlae simple module which is at the 
of PL,-#v~ If, for some k, the simple module at the bottom of Pr.,Cs, has 
nothing beneath it, the list terminates. 
For example, suppose R has four sim le modules, S, T, 81. and V, the 
and I(B,) = 3, I(P,) = 2, I(P,) = 2, and IQ’,) = 3. Then 
L,(S) = v L,(T) = v L,(U) = s LE(V) = u 
L2(S) = u L,(T) = u L,(U) = v 2(V) = A- 
L,(S) = s L,(T) = s L3(U) = u L&f) - Y 
L,(S) = v L,(T) = V L4(U) = s L,(V) = u 
Several factq are immediate: i 
(I) Each list is either finite or eventually periodic (in the obvious 
sense). 
f T lies beneath S and l(Ps) - 1 = l(P,), theR P, and P, have the 
same bottom, and so Lk(S) = Lk(T) for k > I. 
(3) If LJS) = T’, then, for n > 0, Lnik(S) = L,(T). ~~~iva~~~~~y, if n% 
a > 0, then L,+, (S) = k.n(L,~S)) = LzL~~~). 
e can now use the definition of the list starting at S 
projective resolution of S as follows: Let Q, = 
projection map. If I@‘,) = 1, then ppo is manic, a 
be zero in all higher degrees. Otherwise, suppose T is the sim 
Then ker pa is a uniserial module which has T at its top; SO 1 
0 be the projection of P, onto ker prJ followed by 
= i(P,), then q, is manic, and so take t e res~lutiQ~ to be zero in 
igher degrees. Otherwise, since the bottom of Im qol = ker pno is the 
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bottom of P,, the top of ker q1 is the simple beneath the bottom of P, ; i.e., 
the top of ker v)~ is L,(S). So take Q, = PLIcsj and y)2 is the projection of 
P LICs) onto ker v)i followed by inclusion into Q,. If Z(PL,cs,) = Z(ker ql), then 
q* is manic, and so take the resolution to be zero in all higher degrees. 
Otherwise, the top of ker q2 is the simple module which lies beneath the 
bottom of Im q?; since Im oz = ker (pi and the bottom of ker q1 is the same 
as the bottom of Q, = P,, the top of ker q2 must be L i(T). So take 
Qs = &,m and let q3 to be the projection of PLlcTj onto ker qDz followed by 
inclusion into Q2. 
Proceeding in like manner, we can form the remainder of the resolution of 
S as follows: 
(1) If for some n, ker rp,, = 0, then the resolution is zero in all higher 
degrees. 
(2) Otherwise, choose 
n=2k 
Q, = ;k:;’ 
k ’ 
n=2k+l 
and on is the projection of Q, onto ker qR-i followed by the inclusion into 
Q,-1. 
Notice that Z(ker q,,) = Z(Q,) - 1, Z(ker ql) = Z(Q,) - Z(Im vi) = Z(Q,) - 
Z(kerq,,) = l(Q,)-Z<Q,>+ 1, W-(oJ = z(Q,)-KIm (PJ = KQA - @er cpd = 
KQJ - z(QJ + KQJ - 1 an4 in general, Z(ker q,) = Z(Q,) - Z(Q,-,) + ... + 
(-1)” Z(Q,) + (-l)‘+‘. 
We can now use this resolution of S to compute Extk(S, T), where T is 
any simple R-module. First, recall that Hom,(P,, T> = 0 if Uf T and 
Hom,(P,, Z’) g F. Thus, certainly ~1 ,*: Hom,(Q,-, , r) -+ HomR(Q,, 7) is the 
zero map unless Q,- i = Q, = P,. If Q,-, = Q,=P,, q, cannot be an 
isomorphism, since, if it were, Im po, = Q,- 1 * ker q,- I = Q,t- I 3 Im o+ I = 
ker (P”-~ = 0, in which case the resolution would be zero in all degrees higher 
than IZ - 2. Thus v,, is not an isomorphism, and so Im qn E the unique 
maximal submodule of Q,_, , which is the kernel of any nonzero element of 
Hom,(Q,- 1, T). Hence, if f E Hom,(Q,- 1, T), p:(f) = f 0 P, = 0, so vX is 
the zero map in this case also. Thus, for all n, Exti(S, T) = HomR(Q,, T), 
and so 
Ext;(S, T) = 
I 
0 if Q,#PP, F 
Q, = P,. 
As an F-module, Hom,(P,, T) is generated by the projection map. We 
can regard Ext$(S, T) as an P-module, as being free on the generators 
ien I Q, = PTJy where Q, is the resolution of S and e, is the copy of the 
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projection map lying in degree ~1. The notation should more precisely be 
something Iike eS,T,n, but the context will clarify any ambiguities. 
We can now prove: 
THEOREM 3. (1) If S and T are simple -middles, and N > 0, then 
either Ext:(S, T) = 0 or Extl(S, T) = P. 
(2) If S and T lie in different components of the graph of 
Extg(S, T) = Ofor all n > 0. 
Proof. (1) follows immediately from the discussion above. 
(2) Using the resolution of S described above, it is clear that if P, 
appears in the resolution of S, then U and S must be in the same c~rn~o~e~t 
of the graph of R. Hence, if S and T are in different c~mpone~ts~ P, never 
appears in the resolution of S, and so ExtI(S, T) = 0 for ali n > 
For the remainder of this paper, we will be i~vest~gat~~~ the 
Ext( when R is a pro-uniserial ring. As a result of Theorem 3, it will 
suffi to consider only rings with connected graphs, since, if R has a discon- 
nected graph, then Ext(R) breaks down as a direct sum, with each direct 
summand corresponding to a component of the graph. will, in fact, see in 
the Appendix that a ring having a disconnected graph rim eqn~va~e~t to 
a direct sum of rings having as their graphs the corn ts of the graph of 
the original ring. We will also see in the Appendix that, if we take any gra 
which has the properties outlined in the discussion following Theorem I, 
any list of composition lengths for ind~compos~b~e projectives which 
satisfies Lemma 2, then there is a pro-uniserial ring which has that graph 
whose indecomposable projectives have the indicated composition lengths. 
This fact will be significant in several of the proofs fo~low~~~. 
Henceforth, we shall assume R is a pro-uniserial ring with a connected 
graph. 
Our next few theorems will deal with rings having linear gra 
ring, the list starting at any simple is finite, and so 
projective resolution. As a result, the structure of E 
ring, is relatively easy to determine. 
TwEoaEM 4. The following are equivalent: 
(9 has a linear graph. 
(ii) There is a unique indecomposable projective ~-rn~~~~e P, wit 
l(P,) = 1. 
(iii) There is a unique simple R-module S such that for all simple 
modules T and all n > 0, Exti(S, T) = 0. 
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Proof. (i) + (ii): Since R has a linear graph, there must be some simple 
R-module S which has nothing beneath it. But if S has nothing beneath, then 
necessariy l(P,) = 1. If there were another simple having nothing beneath it, 
then the graph of R would not be connected. Hence P, is unique. 
(ii) * (iii): If 1(P,) = 1, th en 0 --f S -+ S --f 0 is a projective resolution 
of S, and so Exti(S, T) = 0 for all y1 > 0 and all simple modules T. If U is 
any other simple R-module, then Z(P,) # 1, and so, in the resolution for U, 
. . . ~Q1+Pu-+U-+O, Q,#O, say Ql=P,. Then Exti(U,T)=F#O. 
Hence S is unique. 
(iii) 3 (i): If T occurs beneath S, then Extk(S, T) = F # 0. Since 
ExtL(S, 7’) = 0 for all simples T, S must have nothing beneath it. In a cyclic 
graph, every simple must have something beneath it. Hence the graph of R 
must be linear. 
THEOREM 5. If R has a linear graph, and S is any simple R-module, 
then for each simple R-module T, there is at most one n > 0 such that 
Ext;(S, T) f 0. 
ProoJ It is clear from the construction of the resolution for S that the 
top of ach Q, must lie one or more levels beneath the top of Qn-i in the 
graph of R. Since the graph is linear, it is not possible to pass through any 
simple twice by following arrows. Hence, in particular, P, can occur as Q, 
for at most one n. Since Exti(S, T) # 0 iff Q, = P,, there can be at most one 
n > 0 such that Exti(S, T) # 0. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose R and R’ both have linear graphs. Then they are 
Poincare’ equivalent iff they have the same graph and corresponding 
indecomposable projectives have the same composition lengths. 
Proof. If R and R’ have the same graph and the composition lengths of 
corresponding indecomposable projectives are equal, then they are Morita 
equivalent by Theorem 2, and so they are Poincare equivalent by Lemma 1. 
Now suppose R and R’ are Poincare equivalent. It is clear from the 
description of the projective resolution of the simple R-module S that 
Extk(S, 7’) # 0 iff T lies beneath S. Hence the graph of a ring can be deter- 
mined by inspection of the Exti’s, and so R and R’ have the same graph. 
The composition lengths of the indecomposable projectives can also be deter- 
mined as follows: 
(1) If Exti(S, 7’) = 0 for all simple modules T, then Z(P,) = 1. 
(2) If Exti(S, v) # 0 for some simple module U, then U is the simple 
module beneath the bottom of P,. Since the graph is linear, P, can contain 
each simple .as a composition factor at most once. Z(P,) can thus be deter- 
mined by counting the number of simples between S and U in the graph. 
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(3) If Exti(S, U) = 0 for ail simple modules e/, but Exti(S, T) lit 0, 
then l(.Ps) = l(P,) + 1. l(P,) can thus be computed once I(P,) is known. 
Since R has only a finite number of sim dules, i(P,) can be 
determined-possibly after a few iterations of t by either method 1 
or 2 above. 
Since the composition lengths of the indecom~osab~e 
determined by inspection of the Exti’s and Exti’s, corre 
rojectives of R and R’ must have equal compos 
We next turn our attention to pro- 
efore we can describe the structure of is such a ring, we 
need to divide the simple R-modules int 
(1) S is of Type I (or S E YI) if it is possible to start at S in the 
and, by following arrows, reach S again. 
is of Type II (or S E Y2) if S 6? 9; but k i(S> E Y1 ~ 
(3) Si~ofTypeIII(orSE9~)ifScf::Y~ andkl(S)G!Yj4. 
We shall say that a set jo of simple R-modules is closed under ~~il~w~~~ 
arrows if, whenever S E 9’ and T is the simple beneath S, then T E 9. 
e begin by proving: 
PVOOJ If S, is the simple module beneath S, then I(P,) 2 I(P,) 
is the simple module beneath S,, then l(P,J ,>- l(Psi) - 1 > i 
Continuing, if S, is the simple module t steps beneath S, 1 < f 
1(P,$) > E(P,) - t. In particular, for all t, 1 < t < k - ii? l(P,1) > 
Since there are exactly k members of S,, they must be S, S, 
Hence, for any T E -;4 ) either T = S, in which case 
k+ 1, QP T=S,, for some t, 1 <t<k- 1, and so 
LEMMA 5. Suppose S, T E PI with E(P,) > I T). Then, SQf- t = a,..., 
l(P,) - l(Pr) - 1, there are simple ~od~~~e§ Ut E <Yl such that 
l(P,) = E(P,) + 1. 
Proof. Let n = l(P,) - l(P,). Proof is by ~nd~c~~~~ on n. If n = 1, then 
the result is clear. So suppose N > 2, and the theorem is true for 
1, 2,..., n - 1. 
Let S, be the simple module beneath S, S, the simple module beneath S,, 
etc. Then, for some Y, T = S,. If l(Psrml) > l(P,), then l(P,) > E(PsrWl) - Z > 
I@,) - 4, a contradiction. Hence l(P,r-l) < l(Ps)‘ Now ietj = max{ 
r - 1 and I(Psi) > i(P,)}; if for all i, 1 ,< i < P - 1, l(Psi) < l(&,), 
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and S,= S. Then j(r--1 and I(Psj+,) < Z(P,). However, since 
Vsj) 2 Us), I(Psj+,) > I(P,J - 1 > l(P,) - 1. Thus Z(Psj+,) = l(P,) - 1. 
Choose U,-, = Sj+ i. Then Z(P”,-, ) - Z(P,) = n - 1 < rz, and so by induction 
there are modules U,, U, ,..., U,,-, G Yr with Z(P,t) = /(I’,) + t, for 
t = I,..., n - 2. 
We can now prove: 
THEOREM 7. Suppose R and A’ are two Poincare’ equivalent, pro- 
uniserial rings with cyclic graphs. Then they have the same graphs, and 
corresponding simples have the same types. Moreover, if S E Sg, then 
l(P,) = v’, ,>, and if k is the cycle length and S E Yz, then 
Z(P,) = l(P1, ,) (mod k). Also, there is an integer m such that, if S E 9,) then 
Z(P,) = Z(Pk,) + mk; m is independent of which S E 9, is examined. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6, if R and R’ are Poincarb 
equivalent, then they have the same graph, and L;(S) = L,(S’), where S and 
S’ are corresponding simple R- and R’-modules. Thus S and S’ must have 
the same type. If S E Y3, then L,(S) cannot be reached from itself, and so 
I(P,) = l(P[,,). If S E Y1 U Yz, then the lengths of Z(P,) and l(Pi,) must 
differ by some multiple of the cycle length, and so Z(P,) = Z(Pk,) (mod k). It 
remains to show that there is some integer m such that for all S E Yi, 
Z(P,) = Z(P;,) + mk. 
First, suppose S, is some member of pi satisfying I(P,) < Z(PsO) if 
S E Yi. We show that Sb must have the property that l(P’,J < Z(PkJ if 
S’ E sq: 
If, for all S E pi, Z(P,) f I(P,J + 1 (mod k), then we must have I@‘,,) f 
Z(P,J + 1 (mod k) whenever S’ E Yi. However, if some T’ E Y1 had 
E(P;,) > /(P’s& then, by Lemma 5, there would be some U’ E Sq with 
Z(P$) = Z(P&) + 1, a contradiction. Hence ,!$, must have maximal length 
among all the simple R’-modules of Type I. 
If there is some T E Yi with Z(P,) 3 Z(P,.) + 1 (mod k), then, since 
I(P,) < Z(P,J and Z(P,) 2 Z(PsO) - k + 1, we must have Z(P,) = Z(P,J - 
k + 1. Hence, by Lemma 5, there must be elements of Sq having lengths 
Z(P,J - 1, Z(P,J - 2,..., Z(PsO) - k + 2. Thus the k members of -Sq must have 
k different lengths. Let S, be the simple beneath S,, S, be the simple 
beneath S, , etc., so that S, lies beneath Sk- *. It follows from Lemma 2 that 
we must have I(P,J = Z(P,J - 1, Z(PsJ = l(P,J - 2, etc., so that T = S,- 1. 
Now, if 0 < i < k - 1, Si+r is the simple module beneath Si, and Z(P,J - 
1 = I(P++,). Hence the resolution for Si is 
Hence, Extk(Si, Si+ r) = F and Exti(S,, M) = 0 for all R-modules M. 
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However, the resolution of Sk-i is 
. . . -+P L,W-,) -+ ho -+ ?~k-l + Sk-1 -+ 0. 
Thus, in particular, we must have Ex&S,-, , L,( I>> * 0. 
Since R and R’ are Poincarl equivalent, we m have, for 0 < i < k 
Ext: ,(S:, S;, ,> = F and Exti ,(S:, 5”) = 0 for all simple 
the resolution for S; must be 
0 3 p;:+, 4+s;+0 
and so l(P$/) = l(P&,) + 1. Thus l(P&) = 1(P;;) f 1 = l(P&) + 2 = .. ~ = 
E(Pk;_I) + k - 1, and so, in particular, if S’ E Y1, then I(P,) > i(P,,). 
Thus, in either case, if Pso has maximal length among the simples of 
Type I in R, then PLO must have maximal length among the simples Ty 
I 
Now put m = (l(P,J - Z(P&))/k; since l(P,J z F(Ps$ (mod k), m is an 
integer, and clearly 1(P,J - !(P&;) = mk. Then, if S is any other simple R- 
module of Type I, 
and so 
l(Pso) - E(P&) + k - 1 > l(P,) - l(Pk,) > E(P,J - 1 
i.e., 
mk+k- 1 >l(P,)-l(P;.,)>mk-k+ 1. 
Since I(P,) 3 Z(P$,) (mod k), I(P,) - /(Pi,) must be a multiple of k. But the 
only multiple of k between mk + k - 1 and mk - k i- 1 is mk, so we must 
have I(p”,) - 1(pi ,> = mk. 
Unfortunately, the converse of Theorem 7 is not true. Before we can prove 
a partial converse, we need to develop a few facts about the product 
structure in Ext,*(S, r>. 
Recall that, if Q, = P,, then e, E Exti(S, 7) = Wom,( 
projection map of P, onto T. Since Horn,@,, r) is just equal to F . ens it is 
enough to just look at the products e, @ e, when e, E Exti(S, q5 
em E ExtF(T, U) and Extj(S, T) # 0 # Extr(r, L’). Recall that the product 
e, @ e, is computed from the diagram 
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e 
atlilt! a,+, an+1 
,,+v,---+ ... - Q,+z -Q ntl - en, 
where . .. -+ Qz -+ Q, + Q, --t S + 0 is the resolution for S and a.. -+ W, --t 
W, + W, --t T -+ 0 is the resolution for T. Then e, 0 e, = e, 0 a,, Clearly, 
each of the aI)s can be chosen to be a projection of Qifn onto a submodule 
of Wi followed by inclusion into Wi, and certainly e, o 01, = 0 if 
Q N +m # P,. In fact, since ker e, is the unique maximal submodule of P,,, 
e, @ e, = 0 unless Qn+m = P, and ker ct, = 0. We now get the following 
lemmas : 
LEMMA 6. In (*), Z(ker a,) = CT! I Z(ker a,+i) - Z(ker dJ. 
Proof. Proof is by induction on m. 
Notice that, if f: M, 4 M, and g: M, + M, are maps of uniserial modules, 
then Z(ker g 0 f) = min(Z(M,), Z(ker f) + Z(ker g)). 
Since (*) is commutative, we must have I+ o a,+ r = d, o ar. Hence 
Z(ker 8, + J = Z(ker d,) + Z(ker al) * Z(ker a*) = Z(ker a,+ i) - Z(ker d,). Thus 
the lemma is true for m = 1. 
Now suppose the result holds for 1,2,..., m - 1. Since (*) is commutative, 
d, o a, = a,-, o am+n. Hence 
Z(ker d,) + Z(ker a,) 
= Z(ker a,,_]) + Z(ker a,,,) * 
Z(ker a,,,) = I(ker a,,,,,) - l(ker d,) + l(ker a,- ,) 
m-1 
= Z(ker a,,,) - Z(ker d,) + c Z(ker a,+ i) - Z(ker di) 
i= I 
= 2 Z(ker a, + i) - Z(ker di)* 
i=l 
LEMMA 7. In (*), if m is even, then ker am = 0 and e, @ e, = en+,,,. 
Proof. Notice that, for each i > 0, Z(ker di) + Z(ker di- 1) = Z(ker di) -t 
Z(Im di) = I( Wi) and Z(ker a,,,) + Z(ker a,+i_l) = Z(Q,+J. Also, for i > 0, 
Wzi= PLicTj, and, since Q,= P,, Qn+zi= PLicr,. Hence, for i>O, 
Q n+2i= W2i, and, in particular, Q,,, = W,,,=P,. 
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Now, 
CT! l l(ker Z,,by) - 
Thus ker am = 0 and Q,-, 
LEMI\/LA 8. In (*)? if m is odd, then I(ker am> = I(ker ~3, + ,> - I(ker d,). 
Pp.00~ As in Lemma 7, 
E(ker a,> = qT I(ker a,, + J - l(ker di) - 
i=l 
m m cm- 1Y2 
= “ l(ker a,, i) - x I(ker d,> = 
r!z-, 
1 l( 2iln) + I(ker a,,,) 
i=l j-1 
cm- 1)/Z 
- a- - l(W2i) + I(ker d,) = I(ker Zn+,J - 2(ker d,), 
i= 1 
Now suppose Is and l? are two pro-uniserial F-aigebras having the same 
graph of cycle length k with the following ~ro~e~~~es: 
(I> If S E -14, then Qs) = I(P,). 
(2) If S E -;“1, then I = Z(P.-) + k. 
(3) There is a subset 9; of Y2 such that 9; LJX, is closed under 
following arrows and, if S E .S“;, then @s) = I(PS) $ k, while if 
S E .;“z - Y;, then l(?s) = I(P,). (H ere, 3 is used to denote the simple 
module having the same position in the graph of as S has in the gra 
45, and so forth.) We shall describe this situation by saying that 
obtained from R by lenthening all the i~d~~orn~osab~e projectrons 
nding to simples in Sq U Y2 by one cycle, 
iii compare the structure of Ext(R) and Ext 
pose the simpie R-module S has an infinite res 
ce the list on any simple is not altered in passing from 
4 cj, 4 &, -+ s 4 0 is the resolution fix s, and so 
5( ?) have the same additive structure for all simple R- 
nite resolution 0 4 
1 --t (2, --) S --r 0. Let m be the smallest integer such that i( 
ecali that, if Q, = P,, then, for n > I> m, Q, is an m 
ule one or more arrows beneath ‘pa 
is the begjinning of the projective 
resolution of S. However, I(ker (2,) = I(&> - E( 
(-I)““=I(Q,)+k-I(Q,_,)-k+...+(-1)” 
.‘l d- C-1)” $J~ 
? 
r(Qoz-1) + *.. + (--I)” l(Q,) -!- (-I)“+’ = l<Q,j - 
‘;,y+I-‘! - 
~.. + (-I)” 
Q.&) + (-l)n+’ + JF’J:~(-l)i k = I(ker d,) + CT=;;” (-)‘k = c:Z? (-l>i k, 
since ker d, = 0. Thus, if PI - m is odd or m > PE, k(ker d,) = O1 and SO the 
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resolution for $ is in fact 0 + Q, -i . . . + Q, --) Q,, -+ 3 --t 0, and the additive 
structures of Ex$(,!?, ?,) are the same. However, if m < n and II - m is even, 
then C;:r (-1)’ k = k # 0, and so Z(ker a,) = k # 0. Thus the resolution for 
5? does not terminate at degree n. In fact, the resolution for s is infinite: first, 
notice that, since the resolution of S terminates at n, Q, and Q, _ i must have 
the same bottom. Suppose Q, = P, and Q,-, = P,; then L,(U) = L,(T) and 
L,(@=L,(?). Then $n+l=~LL1t~j=PLIc~j, and Z(ker c.?,+,)=@,+,)- 
Z(Im &+ ,) = I(&,+ i) - Z(ker a,) = Z(Q,+ ,) - k > 0, and so the resolution 
does not terminate at degree n + 1. Thus, Qn+2 = liLAti) = Qn+i, and 
Z(ker a,,,) = Z(&+*) - Z(Q,+J + Z(Q,) + .s. + (-)n’2 Z(Q,) + (-1)“c3 = 
Z(Qn+2) - Z(&,+ J + Z(ker a,) = 0 + k = k. Hence the resolution does not 
terminate in degree n + 2. 
Proceeding in like manner, we see that, for i > 0, Qn+2i = Q,+,,-, =@Lj(~), 
Wr dn+zi-l ) = Z(p& - k > 0, and Z(ker &+2i) = k. Thus the resolution is 
indeed infinite. 
Now suppose R is obtained from 8 by lenthening all the indecomposable 
projectives corresponding to simples in -(;4 U 9’; again. It is clear from the 
above that Ext$(??, 0 and Exti(,!?, fi will have the same additive structure 
for all simple R-modules s^ and f, since the only possible changes in the 
additive structure will have already occurred in passing from R to 8. 
We next examine the effect such a lengthening has on the multiplicative 
structure of Ext(R). So now suppose l? is obtained from R by lengthening all 
the indecomposable projectives corresponding to simples in 9, U 9; by one 
cycle, and suppose further that Ext(R) and Ext(R) have the same additive 
structure. If e, E Ext:(S, T) and e, E Extg(T, U), then e, @ e, can be 
computed via (*) as above. Since 
e 
e, @ e, = n+m 
if Q,+,=P,andkera,=O 
0 otherwise, 
to compare e, @ em and $?n 0 I?~, it is enough to compare ker a, and ker Bm. 
If Qn+m +Pp,, then Qn+m # Iie, and e, @ e, = 0 = ~5, 0 e”,. So suppose 
Q n+m = P,. If m is even, then, by Lemma 7, ker a,,, = 0 = ker B,, and so 
e,Oe,=e,,, and e”,@e^,=e^,+,. So suppose m is odd. By Lemma 8, 
Z(ker a,) = Z(ker antm) - Z(ker d,) and Z(ker 6,) = Z(ker an+ ,) - Z(ker d,). 
Let m, be the smallest integer such that Z(wmO) = Z(Wm,) + k and q, be the 
smallest integer such that Z(&J = Z(Q,,) + k. Notice the following: 
(1) . If m, = 0, then since Wm, = P, = Q,, n, < n. 
(2) If m, > 0 and m, is even, then, since Wm, = Q,, mo, n, < n + m,. 
However, since W,,+, = Qn+m,-2, n,>n+m,-2. Hence n+m,-22 
n,<n+m,*m,-2 <no--<mm,; i.e., either It,,--n=m, or no-n= 
m,- 1. 
(3) If m. is odd, then since Wmo+ 1 = Qn+mo+l, no < n + m, + 1. 
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However, also, W,,,o-l = Qn+mo-,, and so n,>n+m,-11, Thus n-+-m,- 
1 < no < n + m, + I, i.e., m,- I <n,--<mm,+ 1. 
n,-a==mm, or no--n =m, + 1. But if 
-LI”;)U;Iv, and WmOE.P;UYl 
=pU2’ 
arr:ws. 
then ?J, cannot be reached b 
Thus, in particular, there is no submodule FU2 which has U, at its 
top, and so Ho~~(P,~, Pu,) = 0. Hence a t ifamo=O, d,,o amo= 
a mo- i * 47@+n - - 0, Since m, is odd, m0 - so ker a,,-, = 0. 
Hence amoe 02~~+~=0*2~~+~-- - 0 * the resolution for S t~~mi~at~s at 
degree m3 + n - 1, a contradiction. Thus we must have pz, - n = rnO~ 
Certainly, if m, > m and n, > n + m, then I(ker am,) = @et a,+,) - 
l(ker d,) = I(ker 8n+m) - I(ker d,) = l(ker &,,J Also, n m, > m and 
IZ~ ,< n + m, then, since either n, - IZ = m, or n, - m = m, - 1, we must have 
n, = n + m, and so l(ker 6,) = l(ker 2n+m > -- Z(ker d,) = i(ker d,) = 
l(ker a,+ ,J + k - E(ker d,) = l(k er a,) + k. If no > n + m then, since either 
n, - f-2 = m or no - n = m, - 1, we mnst have m, > m, an so we get a G.ise 
already considered. 
So suppose m, < m and n, < n + m. If n, < n, then m, = 0, and so m -. me 
is odd; hence, as above, I(ker a,) = I(ker d,). If m + rz -q, is odd, 
1:; : _ ,) = 2(ker 2, + ,>; if m + n - n, is even, I(ker a^, ,. .) = 
r :m+n) + k. It follows that, if 
I(ker 2, + J - E(ker $,) = i(ker 2, + ,) - I(k 
even: I(ker 3,) = I(ker a,) + k. 
Finally, suppose m, < m and n < pzO < n + m. If m - m, is even, m, must 
be odd, since m is odd. Hence we must have n, - n = m,, and so n + m - 
nO=m-mm,, so nfm-nn, must also be even. ence we have 2(ker a,,) = 
l(ker 8, + ,> - l(ker d,) = E(ker 2,+ ,) + k - (:(ker d,) + k) = l(ker a,). Hf 
both m-m, and n +m -n, are odd, then ~(keK~~)~~~k~r~~~~) - 
l(ker d,) = I(ker a,,,) - I(ker d,) = l(ker 2,). If m - mF is odd and 
m + N - no is even, then I(ker &,) = Z(ker a^,+,) - Z(ker 2%) = I’(ker a,+ ,) -+ 
k - I(ker d,) = E(ker a,,,) + k. 
To summarize, in all cases, either E(ker 
E(ker am) + k. Thus, since e, @ e, = en+,,, iff 
follows that if e,@ e, =O, then e”,@ irn = 
possible that e^, @ $m = 0. However, if R is obtained from 
all the indecomposable projectives correspon 
another cycle, then it is clear that Z(ker 8,) = l(ker I;,) + k iff I(ker 8,) 
I(ker a,) + k. Thus ker 8, =0 iff ker&,,zO, and so 8,@e”,@c,,, i 
e^,@S,=e”,,,. Hence Ext@) and Ext(& have the same rn~~t~~~~cat~v~ 
structure as well. 
e can now prove a partial converse to Theorem 7: 
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same cyclic graph having cycle length k. Further, suppose m is some integer 
such that the following is true: 
(1) If S E -14 U Y2, then l(Ps) = l(Pi ,) f mk. 
(2) If S E p3, then l(P,) = l(Pi,). 
(3) If S E Sq , then l(P,), l(P$,) > 2k + 1. 
(4) If S E Yz, then each simple in p1 appears as a composition factor 
in l(P,) and l(Pk,) at least twice. 
Then R and R’ are Poincart! equivalent. 
Proof. We may assume m > 0: if m = 0, then the theorem is obvious; if 
m < 0, interchange R and R’. 
Let R be the ring having the same graph as R and R’ but with l(pg) = 
l(Pk,) - 2k for S E yi U P2 and l(Fg) = l(Pk,) for S E Yj. (Note that the 
existence of such an R is assured by the construction in the Appendix.) Then 
R’ can be obtained from I? by lengthening all the indecomposable projectives 
corresponding to simples in Yi U Sq by one cycle twice, and R can be 
obtained from R’ by m additional lengthenings of the same projectives. It 
therefore follows from the discussion above that Ext(R) = Ext(R’). 
We will use the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 9: 
LEMMA 9. Suppose R is any F-algebra, and M is any R-module. Then M 
is uniserial iff for each n > 0, J,(M)/J,, ,(M) is simple. 
Proof: First, notice the following: Suppose the R-module M is uniserial. 
Then certainly M must have a unique maximal submodule. Since J(M) is the 
intersection of the maximal submodules of M, it follows that J(M) must be 
the unique maximal submodule, and so M/J(M) is simple. Also, if M is 
uniserial, J(M) must also be uniserial, and so J(J(M)) = J,(M) must be the 
unique maximal submodule of J(M) * J(M)/J,(M) is simple. Continuing in 
this manner, it follows that the composition series of M must be M 3 J(M) 1 
J,(M)2 9.. 10. 
Conversely, suppose for each n > 0, J,(M)/J,+,(M) is simple. Then 
certainly M 2 J(M) 2 J,(M) 1 . . . 3 J,(M) = 0 is a composition series for 
M. Suppose M=M,1M,s,M,z... 3 MN = 0 is some other composition 
series for M; let k be the smallest integer such that M, # J,(M). Then 
Mkml = Jk- 1(M), and so J(M,- 1) = J(J,- 1(M)) = J,(M). Since M,- ,/M, is 
simple, M, must be a maximal submodule of M,-, . Hence M, 2 J,(M). But 
since M,- l/Jk(M) is simple, there can be no submodule of M,_ 1 between 
M k-l and J,(M). Hence Mk = J,(M), a contradiction. Thus M 3 J(M) 3 
Jz(M)r> .a. ZJ J,(M) = 0 is the only composition series for M, and so M is 
uniserial. 
We can now prove the following: 
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THEOREM 9. An F-algebra R is ~ro-~n~~~~~~~ ij~jZw each sides@ W- 
~d.de S, Crsimple dim, Exti (S, ?J < 1. 
Proof. (=4) It follows from the discussion receding Theorem 3 that, if S 
is a simple R-module, there is at most one simple ~ -moduie 7” witn 
Extk(S, 7J f 0, and that, if Exti(S, T) # 0, then iExti( 
dim, ExtA(S, r) = 1. Hence CTsimple dim, 
(t) Suppose R is not pro-uniserial. e wiii show that 
some indecomposable projective module 
then construct a resolution of this S and use it to show that Cr-simpIe dim, 
Ext@, T) > I. 
To begin, if R is not pro-uniserial, then must have an indec 
which is not uniserial. Let n the smallest integer s 
u) is not simple. Then certai > I, and Jn,-,(P, 
z J,- ,(P,)/J,(P,). Consider 
J,-*(PJ ---5 3 ; 
where rrs and 5~ are the projections of Ps and J, _ I (Ptr), respectively, onto 
Since P, is projective, there is a map f: P, -+ J, _ 1 (Pu) with 7t 0 <f = zs. Since 
J, - 1 PuYJn(Pl/l is simple, J,(P,) = J(J,-,(I’,)) is the unique rn~~~rna~ 
submodule of J,- I(PU). H ence, if Im f c J, _ I (Ppc,>, then 
J”(P,) = ker 7t, and so Im f c J,(P,,) =s- z of = 0. 
Since f is an R-homomorphism, certainly $(J(B,)) 
If a E ,I,#,>, then there must be r E J(R) and b 
Since Em S= JR_ ,(Pu), there is some c E P, with 
r-(c) = ,rb = la, and so a E f(J(P,). Thus f(J(P,)) = J,(Pu)* 
we see that f(J,(P,)) = J,,+ ,(!u). 
2(Ps) + Jn(~a>IJn+i(Pu), and f is ants. 
n+ ,(B,) is not simple, J(Ps)/J2(Ps) cannot be si 
) must be a direct sum of two or more sim 
JCP,)/J,(P,) cz 0 Cj’L 1 St. 
We now construct a resolution for S as Mows: Let 
62,: P, 4 S be the projection map. Then ker 42, = J(P,). For each i, 1 < i < m, 
let ni: Psi + Si be the projection map, and the consider the diagram 
0 f- p,, 
if51 
In 
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where n is the direct sum of the 7ci)s and p is the projection of J(P,) onto 
J(P,YJ*(Ps)- s ince @ CT! 1 Psi is projective, there is a map d : @CT! I Psi + 
J(P,) such that p o 4 = n. Suppose Im 4 cJ(P,). Then Im 4 must be 
contained in some maximal submodule M of J(P,). Since M 2 J,(P,) = ker p 
and ~4 c W,), P lM cannot be onto, and hence p o 4 cannot be onto. But 
p o 4 = KJ, which is onto, a contradiction. Thus 4 must be onto. Now let d, 
be 4 followed by the inclusion of J(P,) into P,. It is clear that the sequence 
is exact, and that ker d, = @ Cy= I J(P,J. 
By a similar arguement, we can construct a map d,: @C Psi-t 
0 Cy= I Ps,, where the sum in the domain ranges over all Sj which occur as 
direct summands in J(Ps,)/J2(Ps,) for some i, 1 < i < m. Thus we have an 
exact sequence 
which we may use to compute Exti(S, M) for any R-module M. 
In particular, suppose T is some simple R-module. Then Extk(S, 7) = 
ker dT/Im d:, where dT: Hom,(P,, T)+ Hom,(+C Psi, T) and 
d;‘: : Hom,(+ C Psi, T) -+ Hom,(+ 2 Psj, T) are the induced maps. As in the 
discussion preceding Theorem 3, it is clear that, if f E Hom,(P,, T), then 
ker f 2 J(P,), and so d:(f) = f 0 d? = 0, since Im d, = J(P,). Similarly, if 
f E Hom,(OC Psi, T), then ker f? 0 C J(P,,), and so df(f) = f o d, = 0, 
since Im d, = @C J(P,J. Hence d? and df are both zero maps, and so 
Exti(S, T) = Hom,(@C Psi, T). Again, as in the previous discussion, we see 
that Hom,(@C Psi, T) E Ox Hom,(P,i, T), and that 
Hom,(Psi, T) r 
! 
0 if Si# T 
F 
if Si=T. 
Hence, for each simple module T, dim, Extk(S, 2”) is the number of times T 
occurs as a direct summand in J(Ps)/J2(Ps), and so 
CTsimple dim, Exti(S, YL’) = m. 
APPENDIX 
The purpose of this Appendix is to describe a construction of a class of 
examples of pro-uniserial rings. More specifically, given any graph which has 
the property that no node has more than one arrow originating at it, and any 
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list of lengths for the indecomposable proje~tives which satisfies the 
conclusions of Lemma 2, then our construction will yieid an example of a 
pro-uniserial ring having that graph whose i~de~omposable projectives have 
the given composition lengths. Hence, by Theorem 2, our construction wili 
give an example from every Morita equivalence class of pro-uniserial rings. 
First, let F, be the m x m matrices with entries in F, and let P;, be the 
subring of F, consisting of the upper triangular matrices : 
T, = (A = (ajj) E F, ) aii = 0 if j < i). For l,<k<rn$ let 
P, = {A, = (aij) E T, / aij = 0 if j # k); i.e., P, is the subset of Tn-,, ~o~sist~~~ 
of those matrices which have nonzero entries only in the kth column. It is 
clear that each Pk is a left ideal of T,, and, since clearly T, = @ 
a left T,-module, each P, is projective. 
For 1 Q Z ,< k, let M,,, = {A = (aij> E P, / aij = 0 if i > l); i.e., 
subset of P, consisting of those matrices which have nonzero ent 
the Ith row or higher. It is clear that M,,, is a subideal of 
Tm-module, IM,,, z P,. Further, suppose 44 is any subideal of P,. Let 
I, = max {l j 54 = (a,) E M with alk # 0); i.e., I, is the largest row index such 
that some member of A4 has a nonzero entry in that row, and so 
ick some A = (aii) E M with a = alok # 0. Then, if 
f 1 
Yi kth column 
0 : 0 
yhl 
is any member of M1o,k, we get 
k th column 
where elok is the matrix with 1 in the (I,, k)th position and zero elsewhere, 
and so l,,k c M. Hence Mlo+ - -M. It follows that the only s~bidea~s of 
each P, are the Mll,k, 1 < I< k, and so each P, is uniserial and indecom- 
posable as a T,-module. 
Finally, suppose P is some other indecomosable projective ~~-module. 
Then P must be a direct summand in some free Tm-module, and so there 
must be a nonzero projection of P into one of the copies of T’, in the free 
module. Moreover, since that copy of T, is a direct sum of the Pk9s, there 
must be a nonzero projection into at least one of the B,‘s. Thus P must have 
a quotient which is isomorphic to a submodule of one of the P’s. But all the 
submodules of each P, are projective, and whenever a quotient is projective 
it must be a direct summand. Since P is indecomposable, it must in fact be 
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isomorphic to this quotient, and so P is isomorphic to some Milk, which is 
isomorphic to P,I. Thus the PkG)s are the only indecomposable projective T,- 
modules. 
Thus we see that T,,, is a pro-uniserial F-algebra. It is clear from the 
discussion above that the graph of T, is 
where S, = P,/Mk-,,k for 2 <k < m and S, = P,, and that l(P,) = k for 
1 <k<m. 
Now suppose m and n are two positive integers, and k is some other 
integer 0 < k < m, n. Consider the following subset R of T, @ T,: R = 
{A 0 B /A = (a,) E T,,,, B = (b,) E T,,, and bi,j = am-k+i,m-k+j}. Pictorially, 
A 0 B E R when the upper left corner of B is the same as the lower right 
corner of A. Clearly, R is closed under addition. If A 0 B, C @ D E R, then, 
for 1 < i, j< k, the (i,j)th entry of BD is Cy=i bird, = C{=i birdrj, since 
bi, = 0 if I < i and d, = 0 if I >j. Similarly, the (m -k + i, m -k +j)th 
entry of AC is 
m m-ktj 





= r bi l-m+kdl-m+k,j= i bi,dtj. L + 
i=m-kti i=i 
Thus the (i,j)th entry of BD matches the (m - k + i, m - k +j)th entry of 
AC, and so (A @B)(C 0 D) =AC @ BD E R. Thus R is a subring of 
T, 0 T,,. 
Now consider the following collection of subsets of R: 
p, 0 0, l<l<m-k 
Q, = (P, 0 f’,+,-,I n R, in-k+l<l<m 
o @ Pjfk-p,,, m+1,<l<mm+-k. 
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It is clear that each of these sets is a left ideal of R, and, using the same 
methods as above, it is easy to verify that these are t e only indecQmposa 
projective left R-modules, and that they are uniserial. The g~a~b of 
s min-k 
s m+n-k-i 
where each Si is the quotient of Qi by its maximal s~brn~~~~e~ and 
GXJ = 
1 
;- m + h 
l<l’<m 
3 m+1<i<m+n-k. 
We shall call R the ring formed by linking T, to T, along the k-triangle. 
Note that this linking procedure is not symmetric: kinkier T, ts T,, will, in 
general, produce a different ring than that linking T, to a,,,. 
m, is some list of positive integers, and look 
is some other list of positive integers, with each 
i-lj, then we can look at the subring of the direct 
obtained by linking Tmi to T ,_ r along the k,-triangle for 2 < i < r. As a 
s easy to verify that thz ring is pro-uniserial, has m, i- CT= 
ple modules, and has a strictly linear connected graph (i.e., the 
linear, and no simple has more than one arrow terminating at it). 
the composition lengths of the indecomposable projectives are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the lengths of the columns of Tm, and of the columns of 
Tm, which have length greater than ki for 1 < i < r’. 
If, in addition, we have some integer k, < min{m, 9 m, 
Tm, to T,,,, along the k,-triangle. The resulting ring will 
simple modules, a cyclic graph, and the composit~Q~ leng 
posable projectives are in one-to-one correspondence with the lengths of the 
columns of T,,,( which have length greater than k,, for B. < 5 ,< Y. 
Next, if we link two (or more} upper triangular matrix rin 
third one, we get a pro-uniserial ring for which some node in 
two (or more) arrows pointing to it. For example, if R, = T, 
R, = T,, consider the subring of R, OR, @R, formed by li 
along the I-triangle and linking R, to R, along the Z-triangle. The resulting 
ring has five simple modules, the graph looks like 
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and 1(P,,) = 1, Z(P,J = 2, Z(P,J = 3, 1(P,J = 2, and Z(P,J = 3. 
Finally, it is clear that, if we wish to find a ring which has a disconnected 
graph, it is enough to find rings which have as their graphs each of the 
components of the original graph. The desired ring can then be taken to be a 
direct sum of these. 
Now suppose we have any graph which has the property hat no node has 
more than one arrow originating at it, and a list of lengths for the indecom- 
posable projectives which satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 2. We can 
construct a pro-uniserial ring R having that graph and whose indecom- 
posable projectives have the indicated composition lengths as follows: For 
each simple module S in the graph, let R, = TItPsI. Now let R be the subring 
of @CSsimple R, formed by linking R, to R, along the (I(P,) - 1)triangle 
whenever T is the simple beneath S. Notice that this linkage always makes 
sense since Lemma 2 requires that 2(P,) >, ,!(I’,) - 1. Using the methods 
outlined above, it is easy to see that R does indeed have the properties 
indicated. 
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